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Abstract—Data objects are usually organized hierarchically, and the relations between them are analyzed based on a corresponding concept hierarchy. The relation between data objects, for example how similar they are, are usually analyzed based on the conceptual distance in the hierarchy. If a node is an ancestor of another node, it is enough to analyze how close they are by calculating the distance vertically. However, if there is not such relation between two nodes, the vertical distance cannot express their relation explicitly. This paper tries to fill this gap by improving the analysis method for data objects based on hierarchy. The contributions of this paper include: (1) proposing an improved method to evaluate the vertical distance between concepts; (2) defining the concept horizontal distance and a method to calculate the horizontal distance; and (3) discussing the methods to confine a range by the horizontal distance and the vertical distance, and evaluating the relation between concepts.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Relation analysis between data objects are used in various fields, such as classifying [1], clustering [8], [13] and text retrieval [10]. Many relation analysis methods are based on distance metric, e.g. Euclidean distance, cosine distance, in flat partition. Compared with treating data objects flatly, it is a common tendency to analyze the relations between data objects hierarchically [1], [11].

In a hierarchy, nodes are connected by edges, and both the intermediated nodes and leaf nodes have a label used to indicate a category for itself. Data objects are usually assumed to be classified into one category and annotated with the label of that category [14]. Assuming data objects can be assigned into the intermediated levels, the concept distance is used to analyze the relations between those data objects.

If data objects are classified into the same category, they are related to each other closely. Even if data objects are classified into different categories, the relations between them, for example how close they are, can also be measured by calculating the distance between them based on hierarchy. Counting the number of edges in the shortest way between any two nodes is a simple way to calculate the distance [8], however some detail information, for example which node has a higher level than the other one, would be ignored.

For two nodes, if a node is an ancestor of the other node, it is said that there is ancestor-descendent (AD for short) relation between them. Some methods are proposed to evaluate the distance between data objects which have AD relation between them, i.e. consider the distance between data objects vertically [8]. To some extent, vertical distance is enough to evaluate those relations if there is AD relation between the labels of those data objects. Document is usually treated as a concrete example of data object. If a document covers a topic or a certain part of a topic, the document should be classified into that topic class or a subclass of that topic. Classification becomes complicated when a document covers many topics, furthermore these topics are on different granularity levels of the hierarchy and there may not be AD relations between some of those topics. As another example, there are three data objects, which are labeled with China, Japan and France, respectively. If a query asks for a data object which is close to the data object Japan, which one is a better answer for it? These three data objects are all on the country level based on region concept hierarchy, and there are not AD relations between them. Although the vertical distances between each two of them are the same, this paper proposes the notion of horizontal distance to argue that China is actually a better answer for this query.

An improved method, which analyzes relations through both horizontal and vertical direction in a hierarchy, is proposed in this paper. Horizontal distance is used to evaluate the relation between data objects which do not have AD relation. For simplicity, this paper only discusses the situation that both the query and the data are described by a single label in the same hierarchy, and assumes that the concept hierarchy is given in advance.

This paper is organized as follows. Related works and background knowledge are summarized in Section 2. Section 3 discusses the relation between the labels which have AD relation, and proposes an improved vertical distance calculating method. In Section 4, the relation between the labels which have no AD relation is discussed, and an improved horizontal distance calculation method is also proposed. More details of the newly proposed methods and some examples to use these methods are discussed in Section 5. Section 6 concludes this paper.

II. RELATED WORK AND DISCUSSION

Two kinds of literatures give much inspiration for this paper: (1) the way how to organize and describe data objects, and (2) the way how to evaluate the relations between data objects. Concepts are the characteristics generated for objects by
Various means such as manual, statistical, rule-based methodologies. Labels, sometimes in form of keywords, are usually used to capture the concepts of data objects. Although keywords and concepts are usually distinguished [12], this paper treats key words (or labels) as the concrete expression of concepts. There are some relations between concepts, such as hyponym and hypernym relation (called AD relation in this paper), so that concepts can be organized in some certain structures, such as concept hierarchy.

Objects are usually classified into one category [3]. Based on a hierarchy, data can be classified into one category or some categories. Some literatures focusing on classifying data hierarchically assume that data is classified into one terminal class [2]. Unlike the former methods, [9] proposed a top-down level-based classification method that can classify documents to both leaf and internal categories. In other words, data can be classified into various levels based on a hierarchy. Hierarchical classification has been used to many fields, such as aid to database and hit-list browsing [6], web content [7]. With the rise of web 2.0, more attentions are paid to the data labeled with multiple-labels. Some special orders were proposed in [11] for multi-labeled data expressed by a set of labels and [1] analyze multi-labeled data based on the roll of a concept against a semantic range with these orders. The literatures of this direction are usually related to some data mining algorithms such as clustering and classification, [8] as an example.

This paper derives much inspiration from those researches, but the works that give us the most useful inspirations are [8] and [10]. A new context-based semantic distance measure method is proposed in [10] for textual data. They both tried to classify data objects based on the distance in a hierarchy.

Most of the former literatures calculate the distance between two labels in a hierarchy by simply calculating edges. The distance between two labels is the total number of the edges of the shortest path between them. That is an easy way to calculate the distance between these two labels, but there is an obvious disadvantage. Given a label D, finding a label whose distance from D is three, it would get a descendant which is 3 levels lower than D or an ancestor which is 3 levels higher than D, and even a label two levels higher than D without the AD relation. It cannot be confirmed that whether the level of the resulted label is higher or lower than a given label cannot be confirmed.

The former literatures pay no attention to two details. The one is that the distance is only considered as scalar. If the distance is simply considered as a scalar without direction, the subordination between the concepts would be ignored when the distance is calculated. The other one is that only the vertical distance is considered without considering the distance horizontally. This paper differs from the former literatures in that the vertical distance is considered as a vector, and both the vertical distance and the horizontal distance are considered.

III. VERTICAL DISTANCE BETWEEN LABELS

Data objects are usually organized based on a hierarchy. A hierarchy H of a node set is a tree whose root is a special node, which does not have parent nodes, and if a node has child nodes then each node form a partition of their parent. Every node has a label indicating a category. If a data object is classified into a category, it would be expressed with the label of corresponding node. The level of a label L is denoted by level(L), which is also used to indicate the level of a data object conceptually. level(L) is usually treated as a positive integer and the integer of higher level is smaller than that of the lower level.

For labels L₁ and L₂ in a concept hierarchy, if the level of L₁ is higher than the level of L₂, their relation can be denoted by level(L₁)<level(L₂). If there is an upward-only or a downward-only path between L₁ to L₂, it is said that there is ancestor-descendant (AD for short) relation between L₁ and L₂. The set of objects whose labels have AD relation with a label L is denoted by TADL. If level(L₁)<level(L₂) and there is AD relation between them, it is said that L₁ is an ancestor of L₂ and L₂ is a descendent of L₁, denoted by L₁< L₂. In this section, only the labels with AD relation are discussed.

Let a query Q be expressed by a label L, and ð be the label of an object o in the concept hierarchy. Finding answers for queries then can be regarded as matching some objects under various constraints. For TADL, there are basically three subtypes of objects for a query as following.

1) The simplest situation is that the objects labeled with L are the answer for query Q, which is called exact-objects, denoted by T.L. For example, in a sports hierarchy, if court game is given as a query, all of the objects labeled with court game should be the answer for this query.

2) Suppose the label L is the root of a subtree in a hierarchy. The answer is the objects labeled with any labels in the sub tree {o| ð < L}. This kind of objects is called descendant-objects, denoted by T.L. For example, in a hierarchy of sports, if court game is given as a query, all of the objects labeled with court game, even labeled with basketball or football (basketball < court game and football < court game) are included into the answer for this query.

3) Another type of answer is that objects labeled with the higher labels, such as athletic game over court game, denoted by {o| L< ð}, which are called ancestor-objects of L, denoted by T.L. T.L is also a useful answer. For example, getting the economic position of the city Fukuoka in the range of Japan needs the economic information of the country level. The answer of this query can be expressed as {o| Fukuoka < ð} which may at least conclude the economic information of Japan.

For the labels with AD relation, these three types of objects can satisfy most of queries. Besides that, there are still some advanced queries. There are some cases about the objects related to some certain levels labels. For example, the query, which needs the objects of the court game level in the subtree rooted by athletic game, is an advanced query for those three types of objects. When the interest is extended from the level of L to different levels upward or downward, it is spontaneous to consider the distance between the given label L and the labels.
of objects. For solving this problem, it is necessary to find a method to calculate the difference of levels, and fix a range vertically to find the answer for query.

The level of label is a useful characteristic for calculating distance. Different from the former researches, in this paper, the vertical distance is defined as a vector as follows.

**Definition 1** For labels $L_1$ and $L_2$, the vertical distance from $L_1$ to $L_2$ is $\text{level}(L_2) - \text{level}(L_1)$, denoted by $d_v(L_1, L_2)$.

$d_v(L_1, L_2)$ is used to evaluate how far $L_1$ is from $L_2$. The larger the absolute value of vertical distance is, the farther these two labels are. $d_v(L_1, L_2)$ also shows the direction of the vertical distance. If $d_v(L_1, L_2) > 0$, the level of $L_1$ is higher than $L_2$. If $d_v(L_1, L_2) < 0$, the level of $L_1$ is lower than $L_2$. If $d_v(L_1, L_2) = 0$, there is $AD$ relation between $L_1$ and $L_2$. $L_1$ is a descendant of $L_2$.

Given a query expressed by a label $L$, the answer for the query may be on certain levels in a hierarchy. Based on the vertical distance, a level range to find the objects related to the given label $L$ can be confined.

**Definition 2** For a label $L$, and integers $v_{H}$ and $v_{L}$ ($v_{L} \leq v_{H}$), the objects confined by $v_{H}$ and $v_{L}$ vertically is $\{o | v_{L} \leq d_v(o, L) \leq v_{H}\}$, denoted by $V(L, v_{H}, v_{L})$.

In this section, the function $V(L, v_{H}, v_{L})$ is only used to constrain the vertical distance between the objects which have $AD$ relation. The parameters $v_{H}$ and $v_{L}$ are used to limit the highest and the lowest level boundaries, respectively. The value of $v_{H}$ is the level of $L$ minus the highest level, and the value of $v_{L}$ is the level of $L$ minus the lowest level. When $0 \leq v_{L} \leq v_{H}$, the labels of objects are all higher than $L$; when $v_{L} \leq 0 \leq v_{H}$, the labels of objects are all lower than $L$; and when $0 \leq v_{L} \leq 0$, the labels of objects are either higher or lower than $L$.

**Example 1** In a region hierarchy shown as Fig.1, it is supposed that $L = \text{Japan}$, which is on the country level, is given as the query label. When $0 \leq v_{L} \leq v_{H}$, $V(L, v_{H}, v_{L})$ is the set of the objects whose levels are higher than the country level. The objects labeled with $\text{Asia}$, which is on the continent level, are included in the answer for $\text{Japan}$. When $v_{L} \leq 0 \leq v_{H}$, $V(L, v_{H}, v_{L})$ is the set of objects whose levels are lower than the country level, such as $\text{Fukuoka}$ on the city level, may be the label of objects in the answer. And when $v_{L} \leq 0 \leq v_{H}$, such as $v_{L} = -1$ and $v_{H} = 1$, $V(L, v_{H}, v_{L})$ is the set of objects shown as the dashed line range in Fig. 1.

Actually, these three types of objects $I^H$, $I^D$ and $I^C$ can be expressed by combining $I^H$ and $V(L, v_{H}, v_{L})$.

$I^H \cap V(L, v_{H}, v_{L}) = I^H \cap V(L, 0, 0)$, which is the same as $I^H \cap V(L, v_{H}, v_{L})$. In the same way, $I^D \cap V(L, v_{H}, v_{L})$ is equal to $I^D \cap V(L, v_{H}, 0)$, and $I^C \cap V(L, v_{H}, v_{L})$ is equal to $I^C \cap V(L, v_{H}, 0)$. In a word, the answers for queries about $I^H$ can be described by $I^H \cap V(L, v_{H}, v_{L})$.

**IV. HORIZONTAL DISTANCE BETWEEN LABELS**

For two labels $L_1$ and $L_2$ which have $AD$ relation, the vertical distance can be used to evaluate how close they are to each other. However, for the labels which have no $AD$ relation, such as the sibling labels, the vertical distance has less sense because the vertical distance between them is 0. In this section, the notion horizontal distance is proposed to measure the relation between labels which have no $AD$ relation, and a method used to evaluate the horizontal distance is proposed.

The vertical distance between the concepts, which are on the same level, is always 0 as the definition of vertical distance. Since $\text{Fukuoka}$, $\text{Tokyo}$ and $\text{Paris}$ shown as Fig. 1 are all on the city level, the vertical distance between each two of them is 0. However, the relations between them are different. $\text{Tokyo}$ is the sibling concept of $\text{Fukuoka}$ and their parent concept is $\text{Japan}$, while $\text{Fukuoka}$ and $\text{Paris}$ do not have the common parent concept. It seems that $\text{Tokyo}$ is more proximate than $\text{Paris}$ to $\text{Fukuoka}$. Under this condition, the vertical distance has no use to evaluate the relations between them. Sometimes the objects whose labels have no $AD$ relation with the query label are also needed. For example, there is a case to compare the economic situation between $\text{Fukuoka}$ and other conceptually near cities, such as cities of the other countries in Asia. The labels of such cities do not have $AD$ relation with $\text{Fukuoka}$.

Only under constraints of vertical distance, it is impossible to locate such objects, because there is no $AD$ relation between $\text{Fukuoka}$ and $\text{China}$. In addition, vertical distance cannot compare the proximity relation between labels. For example, it is unable to judge the objects labeled with $\text{France}$ and $\text{China}$, respectively, which is more proximate to the query $\text{Japan}$ because $\text{France}$, $\text{China}$ and $\text{Japan}$ are all at the country level and each two of them have no $AD$ relation.

The horizontal distance is introduced to evaluate how proximate these labels are. The horizontal distance calculation is based on Lowest Common Ancestor ($LCA$ for short). There is a $LCA$ label for the any labels which have no $AD$ relation. To some extent, the distance between the labels and their $LCA$ reflects the relation between labels.

**Definition 3** For labels $L_1$ and $L_2$, the label $L$ is the Lowest Common Ancestor of $L_1$ and $L_2$, denoted by $LCA(L_1, L_2)$, if
Any two nodes have only one LCA node, and in an extreme situation, the root is the LCA for two nodes. If \( L_1 \) and \( L_2 \) have AD relation, the LCA of them is either \( L_1 \) or \( L_2 \). Inspired by the former researches, the horizontal distance proposed in this paper is determined by LCA.

Definition 4 For labels \( L_1 \) and \( L_2 \), the horizontal distance from \( L_1 \) to \( L_2 \) is denoted by \( d_h(L_1,L_2) \). If there is no AD relation between \( L_1 \) and \( L_2 \), \( d_h(L_1,L_2)=d_h(LCA(L_1,L_2), L_1) \), and 0 otherwise.

Here, the horizontal distance is one-sided distance, so that \( d_h \) is not necessarily equal to \( d_h' \). In the definition of \( d_h \), there are two parameters. The first parameter is treated as the standard to evaluate the horizontal distance. In Fig. 1, \( d_h(Japan, Paris) \) is 3 while \( d_h(Paris, Japan) \) is 2.

For two labels, the smaller the horizontal distance is, the more proximate from the basic label to other one is. Even on the same level in a hierarchy, the proximity between them is different as shown in the following example.

Example 2 In the region hierarchy shown as Fig. 1, suppose a label \( L \), such as Japan, is on the level of country. Label France and label China are at the same level as Japan, the country level. Objects labeled with China are more related to Japan because the horizontal distance \( d_h(Japan, China) < d_h(Japan, France) \).

Let a positive integer \( h \) constraint the horizontal distance from label \( L \) to other labels. \( h \) fixes the \( h \) levels higher ancestor label than \( L \), which is the farthest ancestor of \( L \) within \( h \). There is a subtree whose root is the farthest ancestor. The label \( \delta \) in the subtree may have different LCA with \( L \), while \( d_h(\delta, L) \leq h \) for an object \( o \) whose label is in the subtree. Intuitional explain is that Japan and China are both in Asia, while France is in Europe.

Definition 5 For a label \( L \) and an integer \( h \geq 0 \), the objects labeled with ancestor-shared labels of \( L \) confined by \( h \) is \( \{ o \mid d_h(\delta, L) \leq h \} \), denoted by \( H(L,h) \).

When \( h=0 \), \( H(L,0) \) is actually \( L \). \( H(L,h) \) confines a certain range for the labels without AD relation. The range is determined by the proximity between \( L \) and other labels.

Example 3 In a region hierarchy shown as Fig. 1, suppose a label \( L \), such as Japan, is on the level of country. When \( h=1 \), a fixed ancestor can be found on the continent level Asia. From \( L \) to the labels in the subtree whose root is Asia the horizontal distance is 1.

V. THE OBJECTS RELATED TO A GIVEN LABEL

Based on vertical distance and horizontal distance introduced in Sections 3 and 4, the hierarchy can be treated as an abstract two-dimension coordinate. These two constraints can be combined in a function defined as follows.

In the hierarchy, the range confined by AD relation is marked by line 1: line 2: line 3:... The objects related to label \( L \) is the intersection of the range confined by vertical distance and that confined by horizontal distance. There are three kinds of situations about the labels related to \( L \) according to the relation between \( v_H \) and \( v_L \).

Fig. 2 is a simplified concept hierarchy based on wordnet 2.1 database. Based on this hierarchy, a given label \( Court \) Game to express the query, these three kinds of situations can be explained as follow:

1) \( v_H \geq v_L \)

The most common answer for the query is the intersection of the subtree, whose root is the \( h \) levels higher ancestor of \( L \), and the range confined by both \( v_H \) and \( v_L \). Suppose \( h=1 \), \( v_H = -1 \) and \( v_L = -2 \), shown as Fig. 2, the range confined by the horizontal distance is marked by line 1, the range confined by the vertical distance is marked by line 2, so that the final result confined by \( R(L, v_H, v_L, h) \) is marked by line 3. The objects labeled with Football, Basketball, Tennis and their descendant labels should be retrieved for query \( L \). These retrieved labels are all in a subset of the subtree whose root is 1 level higher than Court Game, here is Athletic Game.

2) \( v_H \geq h \geq v_L \)

Sometimes, the parameter \( v_H \) is given higher than \( h \). Under this situation, the highest level boundary is higher than the level of the subtree whose root is fixed by \( h \), the parameter...
3) $v_H \geq v_L \geq h$

Sometimes, the parameters are given in a wrong way, the level of the root to confine the range horizontal distance is lower than the level decided by $v_L$. There is no intersection between the vertical confine and horizontal confine.

Under this condition, there are not labels to be retrieved. Actually, when $v_H$, $v_L$ and $h$ are all equal to 0, $R(L, v_H, v_L, h) = \emptyset$.

Definition 6 confines the range by combing vertical distance and horizontal distance in a simple way, which just uses them to transform the distances to parameters in linear functions, the weights of vertical distance and horizontal distance can also be considered. Definition 7 proposes an advanced way to combine different labels. Further to the former researches, this paper uses not only the vertical distance but also the horizontal distance to evaluate how close between different labels. Furthermore, this paper treats the vertical distance as a vector to distinguish the ancestor and descendant.

For simplicity, this paper only discusses the situation that both the query and the single-labeled data objects in the same hierarchy, and assumes that the concept hierarchy is given in advance. The future work includes the similar analysis under the multiple-labels condition.

VI. CONCLUSION

Based on the concept hierarchy, the relations between the objects labeled with the concept labels have been discussed. If the query is treated as label, finding some related data objects is equal to find some related labels for the query label under some constraints. The notion of distance is used to analyze the relations between various labels. Different from the former researches, this paper uses not only the vertical distance but also the horizontal distance to evaluate how close between different labels. Furthermore, this paper treats the vertical distance as a vector to distinguish the ancestor and descendant.

VI. CONCLUSION

Based on the concept hierarchy, the relations between the objects labeled with the concept labels have been discussed. If the query is treated as label, finding some related data objects is equal to find some related labels for the query label under some constraints. The notion of distance is used to analyze the relations between various labels. Different from the former researches, this paper uses not only the vertical distance but also the horizontal distance to evaluate how close between different labels. Furthermore, this paper treats the vertical distance as a vector to distinguish the ancestor and descendant.

For simplicity, this paper only discusses the situation that both the query and the single-labeled data objects in the same hierarchy, and assumes that the concept hierarchy is given in advance. The future work includes the similar analysis under the multiple-labels condition.
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